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There are strengths and flaws in the municipal bond rating process. Rating committee votes are only counted
by experienced analysts, generally with at least three years of experience. Also, minimum voting members
usually number at least three; this helps insure that there is no collusion with issuers, and that ratings are
independently determined.
There have been comments in the press that ratings are not current and timely, and that the market makes
pricing decisions well in advance of rating agency changes. Large bond issuers usually warrant larger rating
committees. The larger the rating committee means the voting process takes longer. Picture this: a jury of 5
will usually arrive at a decision much quicker than a jury of 12, because more diverse opinions and reasoning
adds time to the decision making process.
Also, previous rating decisions weigh heavily for rating changes. By nature, rating committees are reluctant to
overturn previous committees because the company doesn’t want to look arbitrary. So the natural tendency
is not to change a rating unless there are large material changes in the issuer’s financial and/or economic
condition.
On a positive note, financial and economic circumstances for states and cities are generally calm and stable.
This is a major reason why municipal bond rating changes are slow and defaults are low, compared to the
volatility of corporate bonds, where default rates are much higher. And while Detroit and Puerto Rico are
garnering a great deal of negative publicity, the total amount of debt for these two rogues amounts to less
than 3% of the estimated $3.7 trillion municipal bond market.
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